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https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-executive-function/

Development of EF Skills
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Development of EF Skills

U ng

Why do children do “foolish” things?

System 1
System 2

Childhood   Adolescence   Adulthood
Slow
Slow

Fast Fast
FastSlow

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-executive-function/


Why should we care?
• EF is more important for 

school readiness than IQ.  
(Blair & Razza, Child Dev., 2007)

EF
IQ

Prince et al.,  
Lancet. 2007

Eakin et al.,  
J. Atten. Disord. 2004

Kusche et al.,  
J. Clin. Child Psych. 1993

• EF is critical for success throughout life:

• EF predicts math, reading, 
& science achievement 
throughout school years. 
(Gathercole et al., Applied Cog. Psychol. 2004)
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Auditory Connectome 
Hypothesis

“Auditory deprivation has widespread effects on brain 
development, affecting the capacity to process information 
beyond the auditory system. After sensory loss and deafness, 
the brain’s effective connectivity is altered within the auditory 
system, between sensory systems, and between the auditory 
system and centres serving higher order neurocognitive 
functions. Different executive functions, sequential 
processing, and concept formation are at particular risk in 
deaf children.” (abstract)

Kral et al., 2016  
The Lancet
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Sensory

Auditory Connectome 
Hypothesis

Prediction Result Correct?

DHH children 
from hearing 

families
weak EF weak EF

DHH native 
signers (very) weak EF Strong EF!
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“That which we take away from deaf children in communication will also be 
deficient in their thinking process.”   

“The specifically human capacity for language enables children to provide 
for auxiliary tools in the solution of difficult tasks, to overcome impulsive 
action, to plan a solution to a problem prior to its execution, and to master 
their own behavior.”

Vygotsky (1923)
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Prediction Result Correct?

DHH children from 
hearing families weak EF weak EF

DHH native signers Strong EF Strong EF!

DCHP after controlling 
for language skills no difference no difference

Hearing children  
with DLD/SLI weak EF weak EF

Language Deprivation 
Hypothesis

Cognitive
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Intersubjectivity
Social

Prediction Result Correct?

DHH children from 
hearing families weak EF weak EF

DHH native signers Strong EF Strong EF!

DCHP after controlling 
for language skills no difference no difference

Hearing children  
with DLD/SLI no difference weak EF It’s complicated.
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Computerized “brain training”Formal Curricula
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Strengthening Executive Function

Preschool & kindergarten 
curriculum that aims to foster 
stronger self-regulation through 
intentional play.



Strengthening Executive Function

Computerized “brain training”

Many efforts, but few successes.  
Either no effects, or “near-
transfer”, with gains short-lived. 
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Strengthening Executive Function
Play!

• What does play have to do with executive function!?  

• Quite a lot - but it may depend on what we mean by 
“play"



Types of Play
• Act-out: using real or realistic props to perform typical actions (e.g. 

chopping plastic vegetables, dressing dolls, animal figurines in a 
farmyard). 

- Common in typically-developing toddlers

- Often solitary; if social, may be more parallel play than interactive

- Not expected to impact executive function



Types of Play
• Make-believe: taking on a character clearly distinct from the 

self, using more symbolic props, and adhering to the “rules” of 
the make-believe situation. Sometimes called “mature” play.

- Ideally social 

- Common in typically-developing preschoolers

- Expected to strengthen executive function



Types of Play
• Games: highly-structured, rule-based, fewer (if any) 

fantasy elements, characters, or props

- Solitary or social

- Common in typically developing school-age children

- Impact on EF varies depend on the nature of the game



Vygotskyan view of development
• Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD): children respond well 

to challenges that are just slightly beyond their current ability

- Parents & other adults can create these opportunities 
(“scaffolding”)

- Peers can too, if slightly more developed 

- ZPD is also created during “mature play”  (i.e. make-believe)



Vygotskyan view of development
• “In play, a child is always above his average age, above 

his daily behavior; in play it is as though he were a head 
taller than himself. As in the focus of a magnifying glass, 
play contains all developmental tendencies in a 
condensed form; in play it is as though the child were 
trying to jump above the level of his normal 
behavior.” (1933)



What about older children?
• Much less research on the role of play for older children. 

• Make-believe play tends to decrease, and formal games 
become more common.

• Same principles are expected to apply!

- Regular engagement with games that involve EF are 
expected to train EF

- Social support from adults & peers creates a ZPD

- The game context can constitute a ZPD



Mary Poppins was right!
• Manuilenko (1975): 5-year-olds randomly assigned to 

stand still as long as they could

- Half told to pretend to be lookouts or guards

- Half just told to stand still

- Any guesses?



Analyzing activities for EF content
• You may already be providing good opportunities to 

practice EF skills!

• How to identify EF-rich activities



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Inhibitory control: overcoming incorrect or inappropriate 

impulses, resisting temptation.

- Turn-taking

- Sacrificing a short-term gain for long-term gain

- Withholding information

- Staying hidden/quiet

- Following directions



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Working memory: storing and using information; 

keeping track of information over time; “what if" thinking

- Remembering locations of hidden items

- Planning upcoming moves

- Daisy-chaining stories or movements

- Keeping track of what you know about other people

- Keeping track of what other people know about you



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Cognitive flexibility: adjusting to changes in rules, using 

the same items for new purposes, thinking creatively

- improvisation

- role-reversals

- creativity

- symbolic props

- rule modifications

- react to new information



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Sustained attention: just like it sounds!

- stay vigilant

- spot the differences

- ignore distractors

- follow a moving target

- monitor others’ behavior



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Problem solving: figure out an answer

- riddles

- puzzles (physical or metaphorical)

- 20 questions

- obstacle courses

- mystery games



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Emotion regulation: often a byproduct of games/

activities with winners and losers!

- being a gracious winner

- being a gracious loser

- waiting your turn

- sharing

- inhibitory control’s “hot EF” cousin



Analyzing activities for EF content
• Persistence: continuing to make attempts despite 

occasional (or frequent) failure

- motor skill tasks

- partner games

- mazes

- complex puzzles, Legos, blocks

- dominoes

- leveling up



Need more ideas?
• Developed for hearing children from infancy through 

adolescence, but modifiable for DHH

- https://developingchild.harvard.edu/

- https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/activities-
guide-enhancing-and-practicing-executive-function-
skills-with-children-from-infancy-to-adolescence/

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/activities-guide-enhancing-and-practicing-executive-function-skills-with-children-from-infancy-to-adolescence/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/activities-guide-enhancing-and-practicing-executive-function-skills-with-children-from-infancy-to-adolescence/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/activities-guide-enhancing-and-practicing-executive-function-skills-with-children-from-infancy-to-adolescence/


• The Hand Game! 

- Involves working memory, sustained attention, cognitive 
flexibility, inhibitory control, & emotion regulation

- Fun, free, easy to learn, play anywhere

- No hearing or language required

- Good for ages 5 and up

- 3 or more players

A parting gift:



• Step 1: Players put both hands on the playing table, 
overlapping with the player on your left and your right. 
(Under/over doesn’t matter.) 

The Hand Game



• Step 2: Introduce each of the 3 basic rules, one at at time

‣ Rule 1: A single slap passes to the next player in the 
direction of play (clockwise or counterclockwise)

The Hand Game



• Step 2: Introduce each of the 3 basic rules, one at at time

‣ Rule 2: A double slap skips the next hand (not necessarily the next 
person) in the direction of play (clockwise or counterclockwise)

The Hand Game



• Step 2: Introduce each of the 3 basic rules, one at at time

‣ Rule 3: A single knock reverses the direction of play.

The Hand Game



• Step 3: Explain the gameplay

‣ All players start with both hands “in”.  

‣ Designate 1 player to start the round, and determine 
whether you’ll start clockwise or counterclockwise. Make 
sure all players know who’s starting, and which direction.

‣ Play until someone makes a mistake: responding when 
it’s not their turn, not responding when it IS their turn, or 
using an invalid response (e.g. double knock).

‣ When someone makes a mistake, the offending *hand* 
is removed from the game, and a new round begins. 

The Hand Game



The Hand Game

Not her turn!



• Step 4: How to “win”

‣ The game ends when there are only 2 hands left in 
play: these 2 players share victory.

The Hand Game



• The Hand Game! 

- Involves working memory, sustained attention, cognitive 
flexibility, inhibitory control, & emotion regulation

- Fun, free, easy to learn, play anywhere

- No hearing or language required

- Good for ages 5 and up

- 3 or more players
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THANK YOU!

• Lynette Mattiacci & the Family Resource Center

• Melissa Draganac-Hawk & the Pennsylvania School for 
the Deaf

• Our ASL and Spanish interpreting teams

• All of you!


